HUDSON
HAND-WOUND MANUAL
ETA 7001 ‘TOP GRADE’
The Hudson’s sunray sea-blue triple stepped dial, that changes
with the light, from day to night. Sitting on top of the dial
are baton Super-LumiNova mint hour markers outlined at 45
degrees in pure white. The outer track curves down away from
the main dial with a patterned track and signal red markers to
draw your eye to the very edge of the dial.
The inner sub-dial is set into the main dial in deep sea
blue. The outer white and scarlet red sub-dial makings are
combined with a line of amber orange on the second hand,
creating a ‘second look’ colour pop to the dial. The 37mm
collection have all been designed with slim rounded index
hands finished in polished silver steel and inset with SuperLumiNova strips on both hour and minute hands.
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MODEL
COMPLICATION
MOVEMENT

37mm

8.3mm

20mm

SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT

CASE
37mm diameter, 8.3mm depth, serial numbered

MOVEMENT
Swiss Made ETA 7001 ‘Top Grade’ movement

MATERIAL
316L high grade stainless steel

PRECISION
Three way adjustable with omegamatic timing,
average rate of +/-12 seconds/day

FINISH
Polished case, rim and lugs
DIAL
Sunray sea-blue triple stepped dial with baton
Super-LumiNova mint hour markers outlined at 45
degrees in pure white, inner sub-dial set into main
dial in deep sea blue
HANDS
Slim rounded index hour/minute hands in polished silver
steel, inset with Super-LumiNova strips with sub-dial
amber orange hand
CROWN
Onion crown in solid stainless steel, machined bronze
inset cap featuring embossed Farer ‘A’
GLASS
Double domed anti-reflective sapphire crystal,
exhibition glass on rear
STRAP
Barenia bridle leather, 316L stainless steel buckle
fastening
LUG
20mm
WATER RESISTANT
5ATM

FUNCTIONS
Hours, minutes, sub-dial
REGULATOR SYSTEM
ETACHRON and regulator corrector
JEWELS
17
WINDING
Hand-wound
POWER RESERVE
Approximately 42 hours fully wound

